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WHAT IS MCC? 

• The Millennium Challenge Corporation is a U.S. Government 
agency designed to reduce poverty through economic growth in 
select developing countries. 

Ruling justly 

Investments 
in people 

Economic 
freedom 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
What is MCC? MCC is an innovative foreign aid agency leading the U.S. fight against global poverty We are a grant provider to countries committed to good governance, economic freedom and investment in their citizens. Through two types of grants, called compacts and Threshold Program Grants, MCC supports countries’ efforts to reduce poverty through economic growth.MCC’s largest grants are compacts; these range from $100 to $700 million dollars over the course of five years. MCC was created by the U.S. Congress in 2004 with strong bipartisan support. Our funding is appropriated by Congress for each fiscal year. MCC is led by a Board of Directors; chaired by the Secretary of State and including the Secretary of Treasury, the U.S. Trade Representative, the USAID Administrator, and members of the private sector. MCC is relatively small government agency; we are capped by Congress at 300 employees. This enables MCC to be innovative and nimble in its policies and practices.



• Created with bipartisan support 
by the U.S. Congress in 2004 

• Led by a governing Board of  
Directors: 

• Secretary of  State (Chair) 

• MCC Chief  Executive Officer 

• Secretary of  the Treasury 

• U.S. Trade Representative 

• USAID Administrator 

• Four members of  the private sector 

MCC’S MANDATE:  REDUCE POVERTY THROUGH ECONOMIC 
GROWTH 
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MCC COMPACTS 

• 24 partner countries in Latin 
America, Africa, Europe, the 
Middle East, Asia, and the 
Pacific (16 active compacts) 

• Implemented by the partner 
country government with 
guidance and oversight from 
MCC 

• 5-year grants 
• Large-scale and complex 
• Awarded to eligible countries as determined by MCC’s eligibility 

criteria and final vote of  the MCC Board of  Directors 
• $8.8 billion awarded as compact grants for various projects  
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
 Large-scale compacts generally range from $100 to $700 million over five years. Pictured: Residents of El Salvador’s Northern Zone pose next to their new solar panel. Because the MCC-funded power line construction project in El Salvador does not extend to rural zones, MCC identified alternative methods of electrification in rural areas.



MCC AND U.S. GOVERNMENT PRIORITIES 

 
• President Obama cited MCC as the 

building block upon which the new U.S. 
Global Development Policy, announced in 
September 2010, was developed.  

• MCC is sharing six years’ worth of  
lessons learned enacting these principles 
with its agency partners, including 
USAID, the Department of  State, and the 
Department of  Treasury. 

• MCC’s mandate remains the same: 
Reducing poverty through economic 
growth. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
 We are thrilled that the White House has prioritized not only international development, but the MCC model of development. MCC’s mandate is to reduce poverty through economic growth, and with the administration’s increasing focus on development, we look forward to refining our approach President Obama announced the new U.S. global development policy in September this year at the U.N. General Assembly.  The President cited MCC in his speech as the building block upon which the new policy was developed. MCC is a core member of the inter-agency working group charged with implementing the new policy. MCC will share its six years’ worth of lessons learned enacting these principles with its agency partners, including USAID, the U.S. Department of State, and the U.S. Department of Treasury. MCC’s mandate will not change under the new policy.



MCC ORGANIZATION AND CONTRACTS SUPPORT 

•   

• Corporate Structure 
 

• 300 FTE Cap  
 

• Authorized to award contracts 
for PSCs, establish Leases 
outside of  the GSA, and issue 
Other Unique Agreements in 
order to carry out the mission 
of  the agency 
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• Contracts issued for Independent Consultants, PSCs 
and firms for expertise, staff  augmentation, due 
diligence, independent oversight and monitoring and 
evaluation, along with typical requirements 



 
In support of  the MCC Compacts 
 

• 1,144 Actions at roughly $126M 
• Small Business > 54% overall, exceeded all but HubZone 
• Competition > 91% of   $$  
• Reduced High Risk Contracting by 13% 
• Tracked Negotiated Savings at 12.6% 
• Conducted bi-annual De-Obligation exercise(s) to free up $$ 

CONTRACTS AND GRANTS MANAGEMENT (CGM) DIVISION 

Three main Roles 
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• Contracts, Assistance Agreements & 
other types of  Agreements 

• Charge Card Program 
• Acquisition Workforce Development 

FY2011 Activity 



MCC: 2004-2008 

• MCC began operations in 2004, basic policies put into effect, all 
offices had minimal staffing 

• Initial process for assigning COTRs was largely ad-hoc as agency 
did not have administrative structure and policy in place due to 
limited personnel and structure 

• Led to large numbers of  COTRs, initially lacking oversight over 
training 

• Basic COTR training program initially established to ensure 
some level of  training and certification – custom-developed 2 
day in-house course offered from 3/2007 – 2/2012 

• Underwent focus 3rd Quarter 2008 to refocus on reducing overall 
number of  COTRs in agency and developing more structure 
around training and certification program 
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COR vs. PROJECT MONITOR (PM) DUTIES 

• COR manages overall effort and performance under 
any contract or order 

• PM typically are sector or country experts who focus 
on a particular activity that aligns with this expertise 

• COR may get final say over deliverable acceptability and 
invoice, but PMs are expected to provide crucial input 
 

• PMs can obtain Level I, II or III certification just like 
specialists and FAC-C certifications, but may only be a 
PM vice a COR on a contract or order 
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TRANSITION TO FAC-COR 

• With September 6, 2011 OFPP 
Memorandum as direction 

• Review of  MCC training program, focus     
on moving from custom MCC classroom 
module developed by contractor to FAI 
standard classroom training via IAA with 
DOIU – extended class time considered 

• Mapping of existing COTRs to Level II COR,                            
PMs to Level I COR.  High complexity IT and other contract 
COTRs mapped to Level III COR.  

• “Grandfathered” individuals who received MCC classroom training 
under previous contract with sufficient number of hours to Level II 
COR 



FAC-COR 

• Published MCC COR Program overview, 
incorporating FAI recommended options 
for achieving various levels through 
combinations of  online or classroom 
training 
 

• Working in tandem with MCC HR to 
complete IAA with DOIU – first training 
opportunity available April 2012 
 • Set up Deputy Director of  MCC Contracts as ACM (both 
Agency Career and Certification Manager), using FAITAS to 
process all FAC-COR certification requests 

• Developed SharePoint resources for tracking and identifying 
CORs, PMs, and training needs to maintain certifications 



FAC-COR 

• MCC SPE gave 
advance notice via 
email of  upcoming 
changes Sep 2011 

• MCC Contracts 
Division published 
the revised program 
program guidelines on its internal SharePoint and Agency website 
via broadcast notification 
 

• MCC ACM/CM communicated via email the application of 
FAITAS within the agency, providing links & guides to aide staff 

Communication strategy 



SUMMARY 

• As MCC has evolved as an 
organization, its contract 
management has also evolved, 
through FAC-COTR to FAC-COR 

      Key lessons learned are: 
• Identifying FAI requirements and 

potential uses for FAITAS, engaging 
FAI and building program around 
Government-wide, standard modules 
vs. agency custom content 

• Taking actions to maintain manageable COR population 
• Engagement and participation of  agency Human Resources and IT 

personnel in process 
• Tracking, tracking, tracking! 
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MCC’s COR VALIDATION PROCESS 

Assigned single point of  contact (Procurement Technician) to 
coordinate the COR tracking program: 
1. Acquired COR and PM names from MCC databases, remove 

departed employees, create universe 
2. Provided names to HR training division, requesting current 

training data, and continuous learning points (CLP) 
3. Verified training dates and CLP dates for recertification. 
4. Sent out notices to COR/ PM on new OFPP requirements, 

with emphasis on training 
5. Updated MCC COR/PM designation letters to reflect new 

requirements  
6. Stored key information in a central location – SharePoint 
7. Stored backup detailed data on Contracts shared drive 
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SHAREPOINT TRACKING 
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FAC-COR CERTIFICATION COMMUNICATIONS 
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COR TRAINING 

• Continuous learning 
using MCC developed 
courses on specific COR 
related topics 

• 5 Day COR course 
offered twice a year 
onsite at MCC 

• FAI available training 
continuously pushed in 
all venues 
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EXTERNAL TRAINING VALIDATION TOOL: FAI  
TRACKS FAC-COR CERTIFICATION REQUEST PROGRESS 
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FAI TRANSCRIPTS 
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• DAU transcript 
transferred to FAI 

• Tracks COR progress 
towards certifications 

• Tracks COR continuous 
learning points 

• Tracks COR training 
requests 



FAITAS CERTIFICATION MODULE  

One word – OUTSTANDING!!!!!!!! 
1. Identify Acquisition Career 

Manager and Certification Manager 
2. Be sure IT resolves computer 

configuration issues within agency 
3. Contact John Varghese at FAI 
4. Communicate the value of  an FAI 

certification to your Agency staff 
5. Help staff  register 
6. Communicate the value of  an FAI 

certification to your Agency staff 
7. Help supervisors register 
8. Communicate the value of  an FAI 

certification to your Agency staff 
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It’s a culture shift and will take time 
and perseverance  



DOCUMENTS TO BE ELECTRONICALLY TRANSMITTED AFTER 
THE SAC SESSION 

• MCC COR Training and Certification Program – Acquisition 
Instruction 
 

• MCC Communication to Acquisition Workforce 
• Advance Notice of  change in COTR Program 
• Broadcast Message with links to OFPP memo, FAITAS, and 

MCC Program Document 
• Email message from MCC Acquisition Career & Certification 

Manager to FTE Staff  with QuickStartGuide for Employees 
& Supervisors 

 



KEY TAKEAWAYS 
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• Team Effort  - coordinated effort between program office, IT, 
human resources (training), contracts, a designated Acquisition 
Career Manager,          and FAI 
 

• Tools  
 
 

    MS Access,  Share Point,     OMB Max,   and FAITAS 
 

• Communication – collaborative; educate program office(s), 
obtain support on training approach and tracking from human 
resources, track internal training and engage in FAITAS, identify 
an Acquisition Career Manager  
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http://www.dreamstime.com/register?jump_to=http://www.dreamstime.com/royalty-free-stock-photos-questions-and-answers-image6541108
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Communication of Requirements 
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TRANSITION TO FAC-COTR 

• Centralization of  COTR designation letters at Deputy Director, 
then SPE level (above Contracting Officers) 

• Creation of  Project Monitor role to support and assist COTRs 
and reduce overall number of  COTRs down to a more 
manageable, cost-effective pool   

• Project Monitors focus on purely technical aspects and are usually 
by compact country, provides initial deliverable review 

• COTR oversees overall effort under the contract, provides final 
review of  deliverables, and approves invoices, with PM as backup 
on an as needed basis 
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MCC: 2008 – FAC-COTR 

• MCC further defined COTR training program, establishing formal 
classroom training centered on MCC-specific processes and 
focusing on smaller pool of  COTRs  

• Use of  custom developed on-site classroom training by contractor 
(Houseman): 2 day course with list of  recommended Continuous 
Learning Modules at DAU for supplementary training to reach 40 
hour FAC-COTR requirement 

• Refresher courses/workshops taught by MCC Contracts personnel 
in key areas 

• Engagement with MCC HR Training Manager to track as part of  
overall employee training 
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